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beck A beckoning gesture.

brook Put up with something or somebody unpleasant.
The Lake District boasts lovely lakes and babbling brooks.

confluence A flowing together.
A major confluence of the world s financial markets.

creek A stream or minor tributary of a river.
The creek dried up every summer.

downstream
Taking place at or relating to a stage in the process of gas or oil extraction
and production after the raw material is ready for refining.
Many of the protein gene sequences in this study appear to end with a single
T that is directly adjacent to the downstream gene.

eel Used in names of unrelated fishes that resemble the true eels e g electric eel
moray eel.

estuary The tidal mouth of a large river, where the tide meets the stream.

flow Cause to flow.
The museum had planned carefully for the flow of visitors.

flowing The motion characteristic of fluids (liquids or gases.
A long flowing gown of lavender silk.

fluvial Of or relating to or happening in a river.
Fluvial deposits.

ford A shallow area in a stream that can be forded.
glen A narrow valley, especially in Scotland or Ireland.

gully A fielder at gully.
He was caught in the gully by Jones.

inlet An arm off of a larger body of water (often between rocky headlands.
An air inlet.
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lake A pool of liquid.
The EU wine lake.

lamprey Primitive eellike freshwater or anadromous cyclostome having round sucking
mouth with a rasping tongue.

meltwater Water formed by the melting of snow and ice, especially from a glacier.
Meltwater lies in pools on the frozen ground.

river
A large natural stream of water flowing in a channel to the sea a lake or
another river.
River pollution.

riverbank The bank of a river.

rivulet
A brownish European moth with white markings, occurring in rough
grassland.
Sweat ran in rivulets down his back.

stream The act of flowing or streaming continuous progression.
Her black cloak streamed behind her.

teem Be teeming be abuzz.
Every garden is teeming with wildlife.

terrapin A small edible turtle with lozenge-shaped markings on its shell, found in
coastal marshes of the eastern US.

thames The longest river in England; flows eastward through London to the North
Sea.

tributary Paying tribute.
The Illinois River a tributary of the Mississippi.

trout Any of various game and food fishes of cool fresh waters mostly smaller than
typical salmons.

upstream
Situated in or towards the part of a sequence of genetic material where
transcription takes place earlier than at a given point.
The upstream stretch of the river.

vale A long depression in the surface of the land that usually contains a river.
The Vale of Glamorgan.

valley
An internal angle formed by the intersecting planes of a roof, or by the slope
of a roof and a wall.
The valley floor.

waterfall
A steep descent of the water of a river.
Each phase of a waterfall project must be complete prior to moving to the
next phase.
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